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Abstract. It is an urgent need to understand the structure-function relationship 
in proteomic era. One of the important techniques to meet this demand is to 
analyze and represent the spatial structure of domain which is the functional 
unit of the whole protein, and perform fast domain classification. In this paper, 
we introduce a novel method of rapid domain classification. Instead of analyz-
ing directly protein sequence or 3-D tertiary structure, the presented method 
maps firstly tertiary structure of protein domain into 2-D Cα-Cα distance ma-
trix. Then, two distance functions for alpha helix and beta strand are modeled 
by considering their geometrical properties respectively. After that, the distance 
functions are further applied to mine secondary structure elements in such  
distance matrix with the way similar to image processing. Furthermore, compo-
sition feature and arrangement feature of secondary structure elements are pre-
sented to characterize domain structure for classification of structural class and 
fold in Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) database. Finally, the re-
sults compared with other methods show that the presented method can perform 
effectively and efficiently automatic classification of domain with the benefit of 
low dimension and meaningful features, but also no need of complicated classi-
fier system. 

Keywords: SCOP classification, protein structure, distance matrix, secondary 
structure mining, image processing, support vector machines. 

1   Introduction 

The function of protein is strongly related to its spatial structure[1]. In order to under-
stand the relationship of structure-function and discover the evolutional explanation of 
conserved structure, biologists and researchers have the need to retrieve similar tertiary 
structures for protein structure database, and further categorize them into different 
classes in terms of their secondary structure, topology and evolution information. Now, 
the representation, classification and retrieving of protein spatial structure has become 
the popular area in computational biology and structural bioinformatics. 

However, the number of proteins with determined spatial structures but unknown 
types and unclear functions is still large and increasing continuously. Besides, current 
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structural classification databases are constructed manually by numerous biolo-
gists[2], or implemented automatically by exhausted and inaccurate computation[3]. 
Along with the determination of more and more protein spatial structures, biologists 
raise the requirement of the classification of protein structure with not only the auto-
matic way but also more accurate and lower computation cost. Consequently, how to 
represent the spatial structure of protein and perform fast structural classification has 
become the urgent need. 

Based on the widely assumption that structural features are closely related to se-
quence composition[1, 4], one popular approach is called indirect representation of 
protein spatial structure which extracts feature of sequence to perform classification. 
The indirect representation can be organized into two types: based on statistical 
analysis of amino acid residues[5-8], and based on amino acid indices[9,10]. Another 
approach executes directly analysis on protein spatial structure to obtain representa-
tion and extract feature of structure, and can be grouped into three types: based on 
spatial atom distribution[11,12], topological structure[13,14], and geometrical 
shape[15-17]. The indirect representation can be always obtained with lower compu-
tation cost and higher dimensional feature, but in contrast the direct representation can 
be acquired with higher computation cost and lower dimensional feature. Besides, in 
order to achieve better classification with the indirect representation of protein struc-
ture, there is always a need to exploit advance techniques of pattern recognition, for 
example, feature combination[5], fusion[18,19], selection[7] and hierarchical classi-
fier architecture[20,21]. 

In this paper, we present a feature extraction of protein spatial structure to achieve 
fast SCOP classification at structural class and fold levels. This paper is constructed 
as follows: Section 2 describes the benchmark dataset of protein structure used in this 
paper. Section 3 depicts the core of our idea about how to characterize protein struc-
ture in 2D matrix and represent it with a compact feature vector. Section 4 presents 
experimental results and investigates the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. 
Finally, we draw the conclusions in section 5. 

2   Database 

Structural domains of protein often form functional units of which each forms a com-
pact three-dimensional structure and often can be independently stable and folded. 
Protein always consists of one or more structural domains. On the other hand, one 
domain may appear in a variety of evolutionarily related proteins. Therefore, one of 
the important techniques to understand the structure-function relationship is the 
analysis of the spatial structure of protein domain. 

Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) database is of a manual classification 
of protein structural domains based on similarities of their amino acid sequences and 
three-dimensional structures[2]. Because SCOP classification based on the human 
expertise is more significantly than semi-automatic CATH[3], it is usually accepted 
that SCOP provides a better justified classification. SCOP utilizes four levels of hierar-
chical classification: structural class, fold, superfamily and family. The classifications of  
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structural class and fold are concerned about structural similarity, while the classifi-
cations of superfamily and family are devoted to sequence similarity. 

The SCOP domain dataset used here is derived from the work[5] with high cited 
number, and can be downloaded from http://ranger.uta.edu/~chqding/protein/ or 
SCOP database[22]. It contains a training set and a testing set of which the sample 
counts are 313 and 385, the sequence similarities are less 35% and 40% respectively. 
According to SCOP classification, the whole dataset consists of 4 kinds of structural 
classes which can be further categorized into 27 types of folds. Only the first two 
levels of SCOP classification are considered for the analysis of domain structure in 
this paper.  

3   Method 

3.1   Distance Matrix 

Various physical and chemical properties, different counts and sequenced order of 
amino acids are the elements to decide and product the diversity of protein struc-
tures. As a result, it is complicated to describe directly protein structure by its all 
atoms, and even more difficult to analyze and characterize its structure for further 
understanding structure-function relationship. Instead of considering all atoms, 
many computational biology literatures therefore use Cα atoms of protein to charac-
terize the whole protein structure in order to obtain lower complexity of computa-
tion. It is also known as protein backbone[23]. As a kind of protein structure  
representations based on backbone, distance matrix (DM) contains sufficient infor-
mation to reconstruct the original 3D backbone structure by using the distance ge-
ometry methods[24]. 

Suppose protein iP is composed of N amino acid residues and its backbone can be 
defined as { }1 2, , , , ,i i i i

i n NB = Coor Coor Coor CoorL L  where i
nCoor is the coordinates 

vector of the nth Cα atom. Then, iB  can product distance matrix 

( ) ( ){ }, ,i i
i p qDM dm p q dist= = Coor Coor  (1) 

where ( )dist ⋅ is just the Euclidean distance between the pth and the qth Cα atoms, and 

1 ,p q N≤ ≤ . 

Since DM maintains sufficient 3-D structural information, similar protein back-
bones are expected to have such distance matrices with similar properties. Fig. 1 gives 
the structure snapshots and the images of DMs of four proteins which fall into all α, 
all β, α/β and α+β structural class and four kinds of folds respectively. 

As shown in Fig. 1, different kinds of protein structures have distinct DMs, that is 
to say, the difference of structures can be exhibited by their DMs. More importantly, 
secondary structure elements (SSEs) show regular patterns in DM.  
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(a) d1hbga_, all α, Globin-like, chain length 
147 

(b) d1neua_, all β, Immunoglobulin-like, chain length 
115 

    
(c) d1ghra_, α/β, TIM-barrel, chain length 306 (d) d1npka_, α+β, Ferredozin-like, chain length 150 

Fig. 1. Structure snapshots and distance matrix images of four proteins 

3.2   Secondary Structure Mining 

The definitions of structural class and fold inspired us that the analysis of secondary 
structures composition and arrangement based on DM can hopefully represent protein 
structure with compact and effective way. However, SCOP domain file provides no 
information of secondary structure, there is a principal need to mine secondary struc-
ture in order to extract structural feature of protein domain. 

There are two of the most popular SSEs: alpha-helix and beta-strand. Geometri-
cally, the backbone of alpha-helix is a kind of spring, while the backbone of beta-
strand is a stretch of periodic pleating and two strands are connected laterally by three 
or more hydrogen bonds to forming pleated beta sheet. 

In detail, the Cα atoms in an alpha-helix are arranged in a right-handed helical 
structure, 5.4 Å wide, and each Cα atom corresponds to a 100° turn in the helix, ra-
dius of 2.3 Å and a translation of 1.5 Å along the helical axis. Therefore, the distance 
between Cα(i) and Cα(i+t) atoms in alpha-helix can be determined by 

( )( ) ( )22 1 2cos , 1,...,i i tl r t t d tα θ→ + = − ⋅ + ⋅ =  (2) 

where r=2.3 Å, d=1.5 Å and θ=100°. 
Due to tetrahedral chemical bonding at the Cα atom, the pleated appearance of 

beta-strand causes the distance between Cα(i) and Cα(i+2) to be approximately 6 Å, 
rather than the sum(2 × 3.8 Å) of the distances of adjacent Cα atom pairs. Therefore, 
the distance between Cα(i) and Cα(i+t) atoms in beta-strand can be determined by 

2

2 2
22 2

1

is even 
2

is odd
2 2

i i t

d t
t

l
d d

t d t

β
→ +

×⎧
⎪
⎪= ⎨

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎪ × + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎩

, 1t ≥ , (3) 

where d1=3.8 Å, and d2=6 Å. 
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Because of symmetry of distance matrix, its upper triangular part is enough to mine 
SSEs by formula (2) or (3). However, there is the divergence of the distance of adja-
cent Cα-Cα atoms in different protein derived from different experiments. As a result, 
we cannot apply these two formulas directly to find which residue is a participant of 
alpha helix or beta strand.  

Here, inspired by the techniques of image processing, we determinate whether a 
residue belongs to a SSE or not by whether the following formula holds or not 

2

1

( ) 0
m

i i
i k m

k

S R R τ
=

= − − ≤∑ , (4) 

where τ is a threshold which controls the fitting error between distance function and 
elements of DM,  

1

m
i i
m k

k

R R m
=

=∑ ,
( , )

( , )
i
k

D i k
R

L i k

⎧ ⎫Δ= ⎨ ⎬Δ⎩ ⎭
, 1,..i = 1,...k = , (5) 

( , ) ( , ) ( , 1)D i k dm i i k dm i i kΔ = + − + −  and ( )1( , ) i i k i i kL i k l l→ + → + −Δ = − . 

By considering the fact that the N-H group of an amino acid forms a hydrogen bond 
with the C=O group of the amino acid four residues earlier, we assign k with the value 
greater than 4 in order to discover the alpha helix containing one cycle at least. Ac-
cording to the fact that beta strand always connects another one laterally by three or 
more hydrogen bonds to forming pleated beta sheet, we assign k with the value 
greater than 3 for beta-strand finding.  

Although the positions of all strands in primary structure (sequence) can be deter-
mined by formula(4), the count, position and orientation of beta sheets are still not 
clear. By considering the "sideways" distance between adjacent Cα atoms in hydro-
gen-bonded β strands is roughly 5 Å, we build a band-pass filter with the range of [5-
δ1, 5+δ2] and perform it on distance matrix. As a result, whether ( , )dm i i k+  is the 

indication of beta sheet or not can be determined by whether the following formula 
can be established or not 

1 2( , ) 5dm i i kδ δ− ≤ + − ≤ . (6) 

3.3   Feature Extraction of Protein Structure 

According to SCOP description, an all-α protein is a class of structural domains in 
which the secondary structure is composed entirely of α-helices, with the possible 
exception of a few isolated β-sheets on the periphery. An all-β protein is a class of 
structural domains in which the secondary structure is composed entirely of β-sheets, 
with the possible exception of a few isolated α-helices on the periphery. An α/β pro-
tein is a class of structural domains which is composed of alternating α-helices and 
mostly parallel β-strands along the backbone. An α+β proteins is a class of structural 
domains which is composed of α-helices and mostly anti-parallel β-strands that occur 
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separately along the backbone. If proteins belong to the same structural class, and 
have same major secondary structures in same arrangement and with the same topo-
logical connections, then they are grouped into a common fold. 

Inspired by above facts, we regard composition of SSE as key feature in classifica-
tion of structural class, and take arrangement of SSE, especially beta sheet, as impor-
tant roles in classification of fold. First of all, we define the regions of interest (ROI) 
of distance matrix to extract feature for structural class and fold respectively. The first 
ROI looks like 5-element wide beam in distance matrix, while the second ROI is the 
little smaller triangle than the upper triangle part of distance matrix. Both of them are 
shown in Fig. 2 with different gray patterns. 

 

Fig. 2. Regions of Interest 

The first feature of protein is called the composition of SSE and defined as 

{ }1 # iF S N= , (7) 

where { }# iS  is the count of Si which satisfies formula (4). 

In order to characterize the count, position and orientation of beta sheets, we split 
the second ROI into several smaller ones with multi-level decomposition and show 
them in Fig. 3. 

Level I

 

Fig. 3. Multi-level decomposed ROI with one or several sub-regions 

As a result, the arrangement feature of protein is defined as 

{ }2 ,# ( , ) m nF dm i j C= ,  
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where { }# ( , )dm i j is the count of ( , )dm i j  which satisfies formula (5), and ,m nC is the 

element count of the nth sub-region in level m. 
Totally, F1 is of two dimensions corresponding to alpha helix and beta strand, 

while the dimension of F2 depends on the level of decomposition and equals 2m-1 
where m is the value of level. 

3.4   Classification  

Once the representation of protein structure is set, next step is to choose a classifier to 
perform classification. Support vector machines (SVM) has been used here due to its 
good performance of classification. SVM was originally designed for binary classifi-
cation[25] while protein domain classification is of M-class classification. There are 
mainly two kinds of approaches for multi-class SVM[26]. The extensive experi-
ments[10, 26] have shown that ‘‘One-Versus-Rest”(OVR), ‘‘One-Versus-One’’ 
(OVO) and ‘‘Directed Acyclic Graph’’ (DAG) are more practical. Because of its 
convenient usage, OVO is used in this paper. Practically, the SVM software, 
LibSVM, is used, and can be freely downloaded from http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~ 
cjlin/libsvm/ for academic research[26]. In addition, the training is done with only the 
RBF kernel in all experiments. 

4   Experiment 

4.1   Classification Result of Structural Class and Fold 

Firstly, we use composition and arrangement features to perform classification of 
structural class and fold, respectively. In order to keep the dimension of feature vector 
as low as possible, only the decompositions of 3 levels are run when calculating ar-
rangement feature. The results are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1.  The accuracy of classification with single group of features 

Feature Dimension Structural class(%) Fold(%) 
F1 2 86.23 44.42 
F2 Level 1 1 74.55  28.57  
F2 Level 2 3 74.03  55.32  
F2 Level 3 7 81.04  68.05  

Obviously, composition feature(F1) is more effective to the classification of structural 
class, while arrangement feature(F2) is more capable to characterize the divergence of 
different folds. In order to achieve a better classification, we combine composition fea-
ture spontaneously with arrangement feature and show the result in Table 2. 

Table 2 shows that the combination of composition feature and arrangement feature 
of level 1 is enough to gain good result for structural class. The combination of compo-
sition feature and arrangement feature of level 3 wins the best result of fold classifica-
tion. Besides, the greater the level of decomposition of the second ROI is, the higher 
the accuracy of fold classification is, but the higher the dimension of feature vector is.  
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Table 2. The accuracy of classification with combined features 

Feature Dimension Structural class (%) Fold(%) 
F1+F2 Level 1 3 90.65  50.91  
F1+F2 Level 2 5 91.17  64.42  
F1+F2 Level 3 9 90.65  74.55  

Consequently, the decomposition level is determined by the requirement of running 
environment when building real application. 

4.2   Comparison with Former Methods 

In order to validate the effectiveness of the presented method, we compare it with 
several methods in different literatures of which all used the same benchmark dataset 
of original paper[5]. These methods can be categorized into two groups in the case of 
assessment approach. The first group [5, 7, 19, 20, 27]applies the training set to build 
classifier model and use independently the testing set to evaluate its performance. The 
second group[16,21] combines these two sets and assesses the performance of classi-
fication by 10-cross validation. The comparison with the first group and the second 
group are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. 

Table 3. The comparison in the independent test 

Method Dimension of feature Structural class (%) Fold(%) 
Ref. [5] 20 N/A 49.4 
Ref. [5] 125 N/A 56.5 
Ref. [27] 125 80.52 58.18 
Ref. [19] 125 N/A 61.04 
Ref. [20] 1007 83.6 65.5 
Ref. [7] 1007 87.0 69.6 
Our method 3 / 9 90.65  74.55  

Table 4. The comparison in 10-CV test 

Method Dimension of feature Structural class (%) Fold(%) 
Ref. [21]  125 84 74 
Ref. [16]  183 N/A 78 
Our method 3 / 9 93.70 78.65 

The result demonstrates that our method outperforms extraordinarily other methods 
with both the highest accuracy of classification and the lowest dimension of feature 
vector. Besides, most of these methods exploited intricate techniques of pattern rec-
ognition, for example, feature fusion[19, 27], feature selection[7] and hierarchical 
classifier architecture[16, 20, 21]. The techniques always increase the cost of building 
application. In contrast, the presented method is an agile solution of protein structure 
classification of SCOP. 
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5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we have developed a novel method of rapid domain classification. In-
stead of analyzing directly protein sequence or 3-D tertiary structure, the presented 
method maps firstly tertiary structure of protein domain into 2-D distance matrix. 
Then, two Cα-Cα distance functions for alpha helix and beta strand are modeled by 
considering their geometrical properties respectively. After that, the distance func-
tions are further applied to mine secondary structure elements in distance matrix with 
the way similar to image filtering. Furthermore, composition feature and arrangement 
feature of SSEs are presented to characterize domain structure for SCOP classification 
of structural class and fold. Finally, the results compared with other methods show 
that the presented method can perform effectively and efficiently automatic classifica-
tion of domain with the benefit of low dimension and meaningful features, but also no 
need of complicated classifier system.  
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